Abstract-This paper exploits the feature extraction capabilities of the discrete cosine transform (DCT) together with an illumination normalization approach in the logarithm domain that increase its robustness to variations in facial geometry and illumination. Secondly in the same domain the entropy measures are applied on the DCT coefficients so that maximum entropy preserving pixels can be extracted as the feature vector. Thus the informative features of a face can be extracted in a low dimensional space. Finally, the kernel entropy component analysis (KECA) with an extension of arc cosine kernels is applied on the extracted DCT coefficients that contribute most to the entropy estimate to obtain only those real kernel ECA eigenvectors that are associated with eigenvalues having high positive entropy contribution. The resulting system was successfully tested on real image sequences and is robust to significant partial occlusion and illumination changes, validated with the experiments on the FERET, AR, FRAV2D and ORL face databases. Experimental comparison is demonstrated to prove the superiority of the proposed approach in respect to recognition accuracy. Using specificity and sensitivity we find that the best is achieved when Renyi entropy is applied on the DCT coefficients. Extensive experimental comparison is demonstrated to prove the superiority of the proposed approach in respect to recognition accuracy. Moreover, the proposed approach is very simple, computationally fast and can be implemented in any real-time face recognition system.
I. Introduction
The discrete cosine transform (DCT) has the property that for a typical image, most of the visually significant information about the image is concentrated in just a few coefficients of the DCT. For this reason, the DCT is often used in image processing applications, and the features play a very important role in the task of recognition technique. Facial recognition technology, is one of the fastest growing fields in the biometric industry. A face recognition system aims to provide the correct label associated with that face from all the individuals in its database in case of occlusions, illumination changes and pose variations in face images. Basically, research in this field can be grouped into two main categories: holistic and feature based. Feature based methods extract information depending on the shapes and geometrical relationships of facial features, like eyes, mouth, nose and chin; whereas, holistic based methods extract global features using the high dimensional pixel intensity of an input facial image. There are many approaches to facial feature extraction techniques, for e.g. the eigen-face approach [1] ; the linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [2] ; the independent component analysis (ICA) [3, 4] ; the Gabor wavelet analysis [5] etc. to 2D discrete cosine transform (DCT) [6] . As principal component analysis (PCA) derive features are sensitive to changes in the illumination direction [4] , face recognition systems using PCA suffer rapid degradation in verification performance. All existing research on compressed domain is limited to DCT technique and DCT domain.
However, the facial images captured in uncontrolled and unconstrained environments still suffer a drop in the recognition performance with the existing face recognition techniques. The reason for this drop in the recognition performance is because of the appearance variations of the face image induced by various environmental factors, among which illumination is one of the most important factor. Changes in the illumination condition cause dramatic variation in face appearance and seriously affect the performance of face recognition systems. Hence, the effect of illumination variation is one of the challenging problems in a practical face recognition system. During the last several years, research on face recognition has been focused on reducing the impact of changes in lighting conditions, facial expression and poses [7] .
To enhance the image classification information and improve the recognition effect, here we propose a new simple method based on the entropy measure (which includes the Shannon entropy [8] , the Renyi entropy [9] ) of the illumination normalized and jpeg quantized DCT coefficients per block over the whole entire image blocks to form the feature vector. Then these features for each image block are concatenated to construct a feature vector. Finally, kernel entropy component analysis (KECA) [10] with an arc cosine kernel extension is applied on these extracted feature vectors and the Mahalanobis distance [11] similarity measure is applied on the real KECA features for enhanced classification.
II. Relevant Works
During the last several years, research on face recognition has been focused on reducing the impact of changes in lighting conditions, facial expression and poses. Among the several models proposed for face recognition, appearance based models gain much popularity because of their robustness against noise, occlusion and simplicity in terms of feature representation [12] . In these approaches, data transformation is a fundamental step and the goal is to obtain highly discriminative lower dimensional data from high-dimensional data. PCA and LDA are the widely used tools in face recognition domain that encode high-dimensional face images as lower dimensional Eigenfaces and Fisherfaces [13] respectively. However, the computational requirements of these approaches are greatly related to the dimensionality of the original data and the number of training samples. When the face database becomes larger, the time for training and the memory requirement will significantly increase. As a consequence, it is impractical to apply the PCA in systems with a large database. The discrete cosine transform (DCT) has been employed in face recognition [14] , because it is a good approximation of principal component extraction, which helps to process and highlight the signal frequency features. The use of the DCT in face recognition becomes of more value than the PCA is firstly because of its computational speed, and secondly the DCT is data independent.
III. Illumination Normalization in the Logarithm Domain
One ideal way of solving the illumination variation problem is to normalize a face image to a standard form under uniform lighting conditions.In the present work the normalization operation on the face image to remove the illumination variation problem has been done as follows; i) by taking the logarithm of the image.
Let I(x, y) be the gray level distribution of an image. Thus the logarithmic transformation of the image is defined as:
if, I x, y = 0, I x, y = I x, y + ϵ, here ϵ = .0001 , , = ,
So that the term log (0) can be compensated. ii) Then by variance equalization, the local contrast of the face in the image is increased, especially when the usable data of the image is represented by close contrast values. Through this adjustment, the intensity can be better distributed on the image histogram. This allows for areas of lower local contrast to gain a higher contrast without affecting the global contrast. The variance equalization is defined as a transformation on the input intensity levels i k to obtain output intensity levels v k as :
where L = number of gray levels
Then the DCT transformation is used to transform the image from logarithmic domain to log DCT domain. Besides, it can be implemented using a fast algorithm which significantly reduces the computational complexity. The 2D DCT of an M × N image is defined as follows: As the illumination variations are expected to be in the low-frequency components, the low-frequency components of a face image can be removed simply by setting the low-frequency DCT coefficients to zero. Evidently, the resulting system works like a high-pass filter. We can estimate the incident illumination on a face by using low-frequency DCT coefficients. It follows from (1) that setting the DCT coefficients to zero is equivalent to subtracting the product of the DCT basis image and the corresponding coefficient from the original image. If low-frequency DCT coefficients are set to zero, then we have
Further as the first DCT coefficient (i.e., the DC component) determines the overall illumination of a face image, the desired uniform illumination is be obtained by setting the DC coefficient to the mean of the overall log transformed image, i.e.
= mean of the overall log transformed image. After normalizing the effect of the illumination inverse DCT, as shown in (2) , is applied on the log DCT image to obtain the illumination normalized image in the logarithm domain.
IV. Entropy-based Feature selection of the DCT transformed image in the logarithmic domain
Feature extraction is one of the most important steps in face recognition, and it usually attempts to reduce the high dimensional data space into the low dimensional feature vector. Dimension reduction of the feature vectors is essential for extracting the effective features and for reducing computational complexity in the classification step. But it is worthy to pay attention that even the most statistically dominant or discriminant features may degrade the system performance because of the existence of illumination or pose variations in face images. For instance, the relationship between first few principal components and illumination variations have been discussed in several papers [15, 16] .
The more significant facial features such as outline of hair and face, position of eyes, nose and mouth can be preserved by a very small number of low-frequency DCT coefficients. The results have shown that it is feasible and promising to extract discriminatory frequency components for classification. It is also worth paying attention that even the most dominant features may degrade the system performance because of the existence of variations on illumination or pose in face images. However, it is hard to determine which feature components are bounded with specific factors [17] . Once the jpeg quantization is performed on the DCT transformed blocks, we can use these DCT coefficients as a discretely sampled estimate of the image attribute probability density [18] . Here we use two types of entropy measures for the entropy estimates of each pixel containing maximum information of the face image for the final feature selection. The two entropy measures are used here:
(a) Boltzmann-Shannon Entropy: The BoltzmannShannon entropy [19] is first proposed as an information measurement in communication systems, and is defined as :
The Renyi entropy [20, 21] is one of the canonical generalized entropies. It is defined as:
where q is a variable called information order and p(x) is the probability density of the variable.
As the high-frequency components are related to unstable facial features such as expression and less stable than the low-frequency DCT coefficients. The steps for feature extraction are as follows:
Step 1 : The image I x, y obtained from (2) is divided into blocks of size G × G pixels.
Step 2 : On each of these G × G blocks of image DCT is performed.
Step 3 : Then a compression is performed on each of the DCT block using the standard quantization matrix at quality factor 10, 50 and 90. Here the quality factor is chosen as 50.
Step 4: Then find the entropy estimate (E) of each pixel of the DCT transformed image of size N × N as follows; i) For Shanon entropy measure, given in (5), the entropy estimate (E) is:
, ii) For the Renyi entropy measure, given in (6), the entropy estimate (E) is :
where p i is the probability of the occurrence of the ith DCT coefficient. Thus p i consitutes the probability of occurrence of all the DCT coefficients defined
Step 5: Select only that pixel which has the highest entropy estimate for the block.
Step 6: Store these entropy based feature points into the column vector Υ i .
Step 7: Finally concatenate each of these feature vectors to form a feature vector Υ,
which contains the maximum amount of information of a whole face image of size E * , from all the Gabor convolution outputs. The magnitude of E is used as criterion for valid information selection. The magnitude of E indicates the held by a particular pixel in a particular position. The grater the value of E means the more amount of information content of the face image.
Step 8: The final high entropy content feature vector Υ k is generated by accumulation of the elements of Υ I ij column wise to a single vector for the kth individual face.
In this work prior to classification, the dimensionalities of selected DCT coefficients, selected by virtue of the above mentioned entropy based criteria, are further reduced using the kernel entropy component analysis (KECA) [22] . This extracted entropy based feature vector Υ I ij is used as the input data instead of the whole image in KECA to derive the real KECA features .
V. Kernel Entropy Component Analysis (KECA)
Applying the PCA technique to face recognition, Turk and Pentland [23] developed a well known Eigenfaces method, where the eigenfaces correspond to the eigenvectors associated with the largest eigenvalues of the face covariance matrix. The eigenfaces thus define a feature space, or -face space‖, which drastically reduces the dimensionality of the original space, and face detection and recognition are then carried out in the reduced space. Based on PCA, a lot of face recognition methods have been developed to improve classification accuracy and generalization performance [24, 25, 26] . The PCA technique, however, encodes only for second order statistics, namely the variances and the covariances. As these second order statistics provide only partial information on the statistics of both natural images and human faces, it might become necessary to incorporate higher order statistics as well. PCA is thus extended to a nonlinear form by mapping nonlinearly the input space to a feature space, where PCA is ultimately implemented. Due to the nonlinear mapping between the input space and the feature space, this form of PCA is nonlinear and naturally called nonlinear PCA [27] . Applying different mappings, nonlinear PCA can encode arbitrary higher-order correlations among the input variables. The nonlinear mapping between the input space and the feature space, with a possibly prohibitive computational cost, if implemented explicitly by kernel PCA [28] . The KECA data transformation method described below is fundamentally different from other spectral methods in two very important ways as follows: a) the data transformation reveals structure related to the Renyi entropy of the input space data set and b) this method does not necessarily use the top eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the kernel matrix. This new method is called as kernel entropy component analysis or simply as KECA.
The Renyi entropy estimator can be expressed as [20, 21] :
where, p x is the probability density function. As logarithm is a monotonic function (5) can be formulated as V p = p 2 x dx = ϵ p p , where ϵ p , denotes expectation with respect to x.
So, H p can be estimated from V p using a parzen window estimator, as [20, 21] :
V p is the estimate of V p where, K is the so called parzen window or kernel defined as K = K , i centered at t which computes an inner product in the Hilbert space F as:
Φ is a non linear mapping between the input space and the feature space defined as: Φ: ℝ N ⟶ F. Renyi estimator can thus be expressed in terms of the eigen values and vectors of the kernel matrix, as:
where 1 is a N × 1 vector with all elements equal to unity. The Renyi entropy estimator can further be eigen decomposed as K = EDE T , where D is diagonal matrix storing the eigenvalues λ 1 , λ 2 , … , λ N and E is a matrix with the corresponding eigen vector e 1 , … , e N as column and the matrix K is the familiar kernel matrix as used in KPCA. Each term in this expression will contribute to the entropy estimate. Thus using KPCA the projection Φ onto the ith principal axes u i is:
From (10) it reveals that the Renyi entropy estimator is composed of projections onto all the kernel PCA axes. However, only a principal axis u i for which λ i > 0 and e i T 1 ≠ 0 contribute to the entropy estimate. Those principal axes contributing most to the Renyi entropy estimate clearly carry most of the information regarding the shape of the probability density function generating the input space data set. Let be the extracted most informative feature vector, whose image in the feature space be Φ . The KECA feature E of is derived as:
In order to derive real KECA features only those KECA eigenvectors are considered that are associated with nonzero positive eigenvalues and sum of the components of the corresponding eigenvectors not equals to zero.
VI. KECA using Arc cosine kernels
Let χ 1 , χ 2 , … , χ n ∈ ℝ N be the data in the input space, and Φ be a nonlinear mapping between the input space and the feature space, Φ: R N ⟶ F. The nth arc cosine kernel [29] is defined by :
The final result is most easily expressed in terms of the angle θ between the inputs x and y:
For the general case, the nth order kernel function in this family can be written as:
K n x, y = 1 n x n y n J n θ (15) where all the angular dependence is captured by the functions J n θ . These functions are given by:
As one important theoretical aspect of considering the arccosine kernels is that the arc cosine kernels of different degrees have qualitatively different geometric properties. In particular, for some kernels in this family, the surface in Hilbert space is described by a curved Riemannian manifold; for another kernel, this surface is flat, with zero intrinsic curvature; finally, for the simplest member of the family, this surface cannot be described as a manifold at all. It seems that the family of arc-cosine kernels exhibits a larger variety of behaviors than other popular families of kernels. Here, we used the arc-cosine kernels of degree n = 2 .
The KECA produces a transformed data set with a distinct angular structure, in the sense that even the nonlinearly related input space data are distributed in different angular directions with respect to the origin of the kernel feature space. It also reveals cluster structure and reveals information about the underlying labels of the data. These obtained cluster results are used in image classification. Classification results obtained are comparable or even better in some cases than KPCA and other popular approaches [28] .
VII. Similarity Measures and Classification
The optimal features obtained from (12) are the representative of the images. The minimum distance between the optimal feature vectors of the images are used for image classification. The classifier then applies, the nearest neighbor (to the mean) rule for classification using the similarity (distance) measure δ as shown below:
The optimal feature vector Y opt is classified to that class of the closest mean M k ′ using the three different similarity measures. The similarity measures used here are, L 2 distance measure [30], δ L 2 , cos the cosine similarity measure [30], δ cos , and the Mahalanobis distance measure δ Md , which are defined by:
Here Σ is the covariance matrix; is the L 2 norm operator; and T is the transpose operator.
VIII. Experimental Results and Analysis
Extensive experiments were carried out to illustrate the efficacy of the proposed approach. Essentially, four standard databases, i.e., FERET [31] , AR [32] , FRAV2D, [33] , and ORL [34] have been addressed. These databases incorporate several deviations from the ideal conditions, including pose, illumination, occlusion, and gesture alterations. Several standard evaluation protocols reported in the face recognition literature have been adopted and a comprehensive comparison of the proposed approach with the state-ofthe-art techniques has been presented. It is appropriate to indicate that the developed approach has been shown to perform well for the cases of severe gesture variations and contiguous occlusion with little change in pose, scale, illumination, and rotation. However, it is not meant to be robust to other deviations such as severe pose and illumination variations. From the experiments we learn that the Renyi estimator performs better than the Shanon estimator. So Renyi estimator has been used throughout the work for enhanced face recognition purpose.
The ORL Face Database
The ORL database [34] , is maintained at the AT&T Laboratories, Cambridge University. It consists of 40 subjects with 10 images per subject. The database We follow two evaluation protocols as proposed in the literature quite often [35, 36, 37, 38] . Evaluation Protocol 1 (EP1) takes the first five images of each individual as a training set, while the last five are designated as probes. But here we further restrict the EP1 by considering only the first two images of each individual as training set, while the last eight are designated as probes. For Evaluation Protocol 2 (EP2), the -leave-one-out‖ strategy is adopted. All experiments are conducted by down-sampling 112 × 92 images to an order of 10 × 5 . A detailed comparison of the results for the two evaluation protocols is summarized in table I. For EP1, the entropy based DCT approach achieves a comparable recognition accuracy of 99 percent in a 20 dimensional feature space; the best results are reported for the latest Eigen feature Regularization and Extraction (ERE) approach [38] , which are 2.0% poorer better than the proposed method using a 50 dimensional feature space. 
The FRAV2D face database
The FRAV2D face database [33] , employed in the experiment consists of 1100 colour face images of 100 individuals, 11 images of each individual are taken, including frontal views of faces with different facial expressions, under different lighting conditions. All colour images are transformed into gray images and scaled to 92 × 112. We follow an evaluation protocol as proposed in the literature quite often [35, 36, 37, 38] . Evaluation protocol 1 (EP1) takes the first 3 images (A-C), of a particular individual are selected as training samples from the 11 images of the particular individual, and the remaining 8 images of that individual are used as testing samples. Average recognition results of the proposed method in comparison with other linear subspace approaches like PCA, ICA, KECA, on the FRAV2D database is shown in table II. 
The AR Face Database
The AR database consists of more than 4,000 color images of 126 subjects (70 men and 56 women) [32] , and characterizes divergence from ideal conditions by incorporating various facial expressions (neutral, smile, anger, and scream), luminance alterations (left light on, right light on, and all side lights on), and occlusion modes (sunglass and scarf). It has been used by researchers as a testbed to evaluate and benchmark face recognition algorithms. The color images in AR database [32] are converted to gray scale and cropped into the size of 120 × 70 , same as the image size used in [39, 40] . There were 50 subjects with 12 images of frontal illumination per subject used in [39] , and the same amount of subjects with 14 non-occluded images per subject were used in [41] . In our experiment, 75 subjects with 14 non-occluded images per subject are selected from the AR database. The first seven images of all subjects are used in the training, and the remaining seven images serve as testing images. Some normalized face images are shown in Figure 3 . From the results it is revealed that for images with expression changes, on the AR subset the entropy based DCT approach together with KECA included the arc cosine kernels achieves better average face recognition rates than the other linear subspace approaches like PCA, ICA, Edgemap, linear regression (LRC) classification [42] . Table IV : For images with lighting changes from the AR database, the entropy based DCT approach together with KECA included the arc cosine kernels achieves better average face recognition rates than the other linear subspace approaches like PCA, ICA, Edgemap, linear regression (LRC) classification [42] . This is coincide with the results reported in [43, 44] . 
. FERET-Evaluation Protocol 1 (EP1):
The FERET database is arguably one of the largest publicly available databases [31] . Following [38, 45] , we construct a subset of the database consisting of 128 subjects, with at least four images per subject. We, however, used four images per subject [38] . Figure 4 shows images of a typical subject from the FERET database. It has to be noted that, in [38] , the database consists of 256 subjects; 128 subjects (i.e., 512 images) are used to develop the face space, while the remaining 128 subjects are used for the face recognition trials. The proposed entropy based DCT approach uses the gallery images of each person to form a linear subspace; therefore, it does not require any additional development of the face space. However, it requires multiple gallery images for a reliable construction of linear subspaces. Cross-validation experiments for entropy based approach were conducted in a 42 dimensional feature space; for each recognition trial, three images per person were used for training, while the system was tested for the fourth one. The results are shown in Table V . The frontal images fa and fb incorporate gesture variations with small pose, scale, and rotation changes, whereas ql and qr correspond to major pose variations (see [46] , for details). The proposed approach copes well with the problem of facial expressions in the presence of small pose variations, achieving high recognition rates of 98.25 and 98.75 percent for fa and fb, respectively. It outperforms the benchmark PCA and ICA algorithms by margins of 22.5 and 22.75 percent for fa and 21.5 and 26.75 percent for fb, respectively. The proposed approach, however, shows degraded recognition rates of 90.45 and 85 percent for the severe pose variations of ql and qr, respectively; however, even with such major posture changes, it is substantially superior to the PCA, ICA, direct DCT, LRC and the KECA approaches. In an overall sense, we achieve a recognition accuracy of 93.44 percent, which is favorably comparable to 84.00 percent recognition achieved by ERE [38] using single gallery images. 
FERET-Evaluation Protocol 2 (EP2):
To validate the robustness of the proposed entropy based technique on DCT transformed image in the logarithm domain together with KECA, with an arc cosine kernel extension approach, the FERET pose database [47] has been used which consists of images from 200 subjects. For each subject, images have been captured at viewpoints ba ; bi ; bh ; bg ; bf ; be ; bd ; bc and bb which correspond to viewpoint angles of 0° frontal ; −60° pose angle (bi); −40° pose angle (bh); −25° pose angle (bg); −15° pose angle (bf); +15° pose angle (be); +25° pose angle (bd); +45° pose angle (bc) ; +60° pose angle (bb). As the images include the background and the body chest region, so in the experiments each image is cropped to exclude those, transformed into gray images and is scaled to × (92 × 112). Figure 5 shows all samples of one subject. The details of the images are as follows: (A) 0° frontal face (i.e., ba); (B) +15° pose angle (i.e., be); (C) −15° pose angle (i.e., bf); (D) +25° pose angle (i.e., bd); (E) −25° pose angle (i.e., bg); (F) +40° pose angle (i.e., bc); (G) −40°pose angle (i.e., bh); (H) +60° pose angle (i.e., bb); (I) −60° pose angle (i.e., bi); (J) alternative expression ((i.e., bj); (K) different illumination (i.e., bk).
The EP2 is restricted by considering only the firstly 3 images shown in figure 5 , A (ba), B (be) and C (bf) of a particular individual, used as training samples and the remaining eight images of the particular individual are used for testing samples. The same process is repeated by considering on the first 2 images that is A (ba), B (be) as training images and the remaining nine images for testing. The pose FERET database is intentionally used in order to evaluate the effectiveness of combination of entropy based DCT features together with KECA in presence of pose variation.
We calculate the recognition rates in two cases: firstly using only the frontal face image (ba) and only the ±15° images as training images (be, bf) and checked across for various pose variations like bi, bh, bg, bd, bc, bb and expression, illumination changes for bj and bk respectively. Secondly we used only the frontal image (ba) and the +15° pose variation image as training images and similarly and checked across for various pose variation like bi, bh, bg, bd, bc, bb and expression, illumination changes for bj and bk respectively. For all case studies, the proposed entropy based DCT approach is found to be superior to the benchmark, Gabor wavelet transformation (GWT), Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [48] , PCA and ICA approaches, and to the most recent works on the FERET dataset.
The proposed approach showed quite agreeable results with the large database as well. It persistently achieved high recognition rates of 98.25 and 98.50 percent, for fb and fc, respectively. For the case of severe pose variations of bi and bb, we note a slight degradation in the performance, as expected. Using the three training images (ba,be,bf) the average recognition rate achieved is 95.75% and using the two training images (ba,be) the average recognition rate achieved is 92.5%. The overall performance is, however, pretty much comparable with an average recognition success of 94.13 percent. For all case studies, the proposed entropy based DCT approach is found to be superior to the benchmark, Gabor wavelet transformation (GWT), PCA and ICA approaches, and to the most recent works on the FERET dataset. 
IX. Conclusion
This paper presents a novel three-step feature selection algorithm taking the advantages of discrete cosine transform together with entropy measures and entropy component analysis. The first step of proposed method is to reduce images to comparable lowdimension frequency components using DCT. Then,entropy estimates are used to search optimal combination of DCT coefficients guided by entropy measures function. The third part is to further reduce dimensionality using the kernel entropy component analysis with an arc cosine kernel approach been discussed. Experimental results show that the evolutionary selected features perform better than original DCT coefficients, and outperform most of existing approaches on benchmark face databases. Hence the proposed technique can be implemented in real time face recognition system. In our future work we will focus on the elimination/reduction of shadowing effect.
